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Certain coincidences, surrounding 9-11 suggests a symbolic calling card was left behind, as if to
communicate a motive, a hint, a connection to a remote past, an explanation, perhaps a historical fossil
for a future generation, for a future student of history. The depth of the symbolism seems to suggest, a
higher power, a powerful force, an organization with vast ties, vast connections, perhaps even the
government themselves, or better yet, a conspiracy inside the government.
The symbolism will show, that the president’s movements appeared to be orchestrated, by a higher
power, a conspiracy, which seems to have a broad influence, over people inside and outside of
government, whose ties seem to reach back into history, perhaps the torch bearers of a new generation,
tabbed to take their place in history, as executors of a whole laundry list of symbolic activity, symbolic
retaliation, for a tragic horrific event in our recent past.
The symbolism suggests 9-11 was retaliation, perhaps for the civil war of 1865, or for what happened to
Big OIL. The symbolism also seems to reference Robert E Lee, the military leader of the south, during the
civil war, who became fatally ill on 9-28-1870, for 14 days, and died on the 378th anniversary of the
founding of a new world by Columbus, a possible Converso, since he left right after the Alhambra Decree
in Spain. Superman also died on Columbus day, and Stalin was known as the man of Steel, the same guy
who predicted the 1929 stock crash.
Coincidentally Columbus took the 28th parallel, the 1962 missile crisis was on the 28th parallel, and the
president left Sarasota 28 minutes before the North tower fell (after it stood for 28 years). The official
death toll was 2824. Also JFK arrived at gate 28 in the 28th state on 11-22-1963. So the number 28
appears significant, and the symbolic trail seems to lead back to 9-28-1870, Lee’s fatal illness. The
significance of 28, could go even further back in history.
R. E. Lee’s name is also reversed in the name of the designer of the world trade center. So there’s
reversal symbolism here. Also, all 4 flights reversed course on 9-11. The president did return 11 days
before 9-11, and Ozwald returned 3 years after running to Russia.
9-11 was also the 140th anniversary of Lee’s first civil war battle, on cheat mountain, 9-11-1861, and the
pentagon is the 60th anniversary, 9-11-1941. 60+42 is the 9-11 timeline, and 1942 was the Manhatten
project, the same place 9-11 took place.
68 years after the start of the civil war, the 1929 stock crash occurs, and World Trade Center
construction started in 1968, right before Nixon (tricky dick) is elected (and who resigns 2 days after the
Hi wire act across both towers). Soon Rockefeller is the VP, and Squeaky tries to shoot Ford. Bush
enlisted in 68, and came out in 74, before Nixon resigned. He’s the same guy who started ArBusto in
1977, with a guy named Bath, and the WTC slurry wall, was called the “Bath tub”.
The first hit during 9-11 was 14 till 9, and Lee was fatally ill for 14 days on the 9th month, and in 1975 a
fire damaged floors 9 thru 14, and 9-11 was the 100th anniversary (-3 days) of the Mckinley assassination
9-14-1901.
Then there’s the issue of slavery, which was banned in 1863 by the emancipation proclamation, and the
subsequent 13th amendment. Assuming the number 31 is the symbolic reversal of the number 13, the
president returned to Washington on the 31st, and his first words on 9-11 were at 9:31. The search and
rescue lasted 13 days.
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The 1929 stock crash ended on the 13th, under the 31st president. 9-11 was 31 years after the 4
hijackings (by Palestinians) in 1970. 9-11 was 131 years after Lee’s fatal illness, in 1870.
Then there’s JFK, who was threatened on the 13th, 9 days before the assassination. Does Bush41 and
Bush43, seem to say “for 13”?
Before the civil war, slaves were considered 3/5 citizen. Coincidentally the 35th president is assassinated,
100 years after the emancipation proclamation. His Limo was called X100. X is the 24th letter, and
Oswald was 24, JFK’s wife was 24 at marriage, and Manson was 24. And both WTC hits were slashed at
an angle. Does this suggest the symbolic X? X did mark the spot of the assassination, but that was erased
in 2013. The 1929 stock crash did begin on the 24th, and the 9-11 toll was 2824.
3/5 is 60%, and the World Trade Center was announced in 1960. 9-11 occurred on the 60th anniversary
of the pentagon’s construction, which started on 9-11-1941. The pentagon was called Disneyland east.
This was after the 7-17 congressional hearing. Disneyland west was constructed on 7-17, and Ozwald
was born the year the Wizard of OZ came out. Oswald was also grilled for 60 minutes in room 317. Irish
day is 3-17.
During 9-11 the president left Sarasota 3 minutes after the south tower falls, and 3 minutes before UA93
falls. The president was notified 5 minutes till 9, and 5 minutes after 9, of the twin towers being hit.
Coincidentally 5 till, is the 11th sign, and 5 after is the 9th sign of the zodiac, another symbolic reversal.
In Dallas 3 shots rang out, 3 hobo’s were arrested, it was JFK’s 3rd year, after serving 3 terms in the
house, and his marriage was in 1953. His wife was pregnant with child number 3 in 1963, on the 98th
anniversary of the Lincoln assassination, and R.E. Lee’s surrender. JFK was assassinated 7 months later,
during the 9th sign, sagittarius the Archer, which starts 11-21. One secret society has arrows as their coat
of arms. It’s also in the dollar bill.
While reversing course, all 4 flights did a figure 8, the World Trade Center was announced on the 8th
month, the architect got the nod on the 8th month, a tentative deal was struck on the 8th month,
construction started on the 8th month. The HI wire act in 1974 was on the 8th month, and Petit crossed 8
times. The secret society might be associated with this number. The number 8 is also 20 and 40. The
WTC conceiver was 40, the WTC construction supervisor was 40. His name was MR T which is the 20th
letter. T is also the 20th letter, and that HI wire act did 8 crosses, and there was a big omen on 2.20.1981
when AA342 just missed the North Tower, 20 years before 9-11.
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